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Abstract— Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes
(POMDPs) offer an elegant framework to model sequential
decision making in uncertain environments. Solving POMDPs
online is an active area of research and given the size of
real-world problems approximate solvers are used. Recently,
a few approaches have been suggested for solving POMDPs
by using MDP solvers in conjunction with imitation learning.
MDP based POMDP solvers work well for some cases, while
catastrophically failing for others. The main failure point of
such solvers is the lack of motivation for MDP solvers to gain
information, since under their assumption the environment is
either already known as much as it can be or the uncertainty
will disappear after the next step. However for solving POMDP
problems gaining information can lead to efficient solutions. In
this paper we derive a set of conditions where MDP based
POMDP solvers are provably sub-optimal. We then use the
well-known tiger problem to demonstrate such sub-optimality.
We show that multi-resolution, budgeted information gathering
cannot be addressed using MDP based POMDP solvers. The
contribution of the paper helps identify the properties of a
POMDP problem for which the use of MDP based POMDP
solvers is inappropriate, enabling better design choices.
I. INTRODUCTION
MDPs were developed as a part of stochastic control
theory [1]. The MDP formulation of problems makes un-
derlying assumptions that the state of the environment and
the agents is known, while dynamics can be stochastic with
known parameters and the state is Markovian, [2]. MDPs are
computationally relatively efficient to solve [3]. Therefore,
in robotics applications, whenever it is reasonable to make
the assumption that the world is completely known or the
uncertainty in the world can be ignored, MDP has been a
useful tool to solve sequential decision making problems [4]–
[8]. However, for the problems where uncertainty cannot be
ignored POMDPs were developed [9].
POMDPs are computationally intractable to solve opti-
mally in the worst case [10]. Approximate POMDP solvers
have been developed to solve POMDPs tractably, we refer
readers to [11], [12] for a comprehensive literature review.
A popular approach to solving POMDPs approximately is
to leverage MDP solvers and take the best expected action
assuming the uncertainty about the environment will not
change or it will magically disappear in the next step, FF-
Re-plan [13], Hindsight optimization [14] and QMDP [15]
are examples of such methods. Despite strong assumptions
these methods found early success as leading online POMDP
solvers and have been effectively applied to problems like
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shared autonomy [16], manipulation planning [17], [18] etc.
We call such methods MDP based approximate POMDP
solvers, MDP-POMDP solvers in short.
Use of MDP based approximate POMDP solvers requires
computing expectation over either prior or posterior of the
distribution over the state space. For large state spaces
computing this expectation online can be challenging, to
overcome this challenge, imitation learning techniques are
used in conjunction with MDP solvers to train a policy offline
such that it implicitly takes the expectation over uncertainty
over state space and picks the best action online [19]–[21].
MDP based approximate POMDP solvers, including the
imitation learning based methods that rely on MDPs fail at
taking actions that do not belong to optimal MDP policies. It
is well known, actions that lead to reduction in uncertainty
about the state space, while not providing rewards are an
important class of actions that are often not included in
optimal MDP policies [14], [15], [22]. The failure of agents
to take such actions can lead to sub-optimal POMDP solu-
tions, sometimes, catastrophically so. We provide a formal
definition for such actions in this paper and identify with ex-
amples the conditions under which MDP based approximate
POMDP solvers fail. The presence of actions identified in
this paper, can be confirmed without solving full POMDP
problems, and for any problem where such actions exist, the
readers are advised to exercise caution against using MDP-
POMDP solvers. We also show that such actions do exist
for multi-resolution informative path planning problems. The
primary need to identify problems where MDP-POMDP
solvers do not work is to avoid the implementation effort
before realizing the unsuitability and to make better solver
design choices.
Consider the famous tiger problem, [9], there is a tiger
hidden behind one of the two doors in front of the agent,
the agent has three possible actions. 1. Listen to determine
the door behind which the tiger is hidden. 2. Open the door
without the tiger for high reward 3. Open the door with the
tiger for a high penalty. When the uncertainty about tiger’s
location is removed the optimal MDP policy is to open the
door without the tiger. The action to listen for the location
of tiger is never a part of the optimal MDP policy. Hence, if
there is a 50% chance that the tiger is behind left door and the
agent is using MDP-POMDP solvers, it will never listen for
location of the tiger and have only a 50/50 chance of opening
the door with a tiger in it. Whereas, if the agent would have
listened for the the presence of the tiger, it could have been
guaranteed to avoid the tiger. Knowing the tiger problem
is unsuitable for MDP-POMDP solvers, we can avoid those
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methods while designing an approach to solve the problem.
We formalize the conditions under which MDP-POMDP
based solvers fail alongside the actions symptomatic of such
conditions in section IV. We then provide a detailed example
of the tiger problem and multi-resolution, budgeted infor-
mative path planning problem where such conditions exist
and MDP-POMDP solvers can lead to unacceptably poor
performance in section V. Before going further we formally
re-introduce the MDP and POMDP formulations in section II
for the sake of completeness and briefly describe how MDP
solvers are used solve POMDP problems approximately in
section III.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. MDPs
A markov decision process can be represented by the tuple
MDP = (S, s0,A,Ω, R, Term) where
• S is a set of states.
• so is the state at time 0, initial state.
• A is a set of actions.
• Ω is a set of state transition probabilities.
• R : S ×A → R is the reward function.
• Term : S ×A → {0, 1} is the terminating condition.
At each time step, the agent takes an action a ∈ A which
causes the environment to transition from state s to state
s′ ∈ S with probability Ω (s, a, s′) = P (st+1 = s′|st =
s, at = a). The agent receives a reward R (s, a). On reaching
the new state s′. The MDP is terminated if Term (s, a) = 1.
piM : S → A be a policy function for the MDP that
maps from a state to action. Let the state distribution induced
by a policy piM after t time steps, starting with state s0 be
P (s|piM, s0, t). The value of a policy piM is the expected
cumulative reward for executing piM for T time steps on the
induced state and history distribution
J (piM) =
T∑
t=1
Est∼P (st|piM,s0,t) [R (st, piM(st))] (1)
The optimal policy for the MDP maximizes the expected
cumulative reward, i.e pi∗M ∈ arg max
piM∈ΠM
J (piM).
The value of a state s for a given policy piM is given by
V piM(s) =
T∑
i=1
Esi∼P (si|piM,s) [R (si, piM(si))]
An MDP solver takes an MDP as an input and returns the
optimal policy pi∗M.
B. POMDPs
In most of the real world situations the state of the envi-
ronment cannot be fully known. Agents rely on observations
to infer the state of the environment. Since, the state of the
environment is inferred, the agent maintains a probability
distribution over possible set of states that the environment
can be in. Let, that distribution be b : S → [0, 1]. At
each time step, the environment is in some state s ∈ S
which cannot be directly observed. Let, the initial belief be
given by b0(.). The agent takes an action a ∈ A which
causes the environment to transition to state s′ ∈ S with
probability Ω (s, a, s′). The agent receives a reward R (s, a).
On reaching the new state s′, it receives an observation
o ∈ O according to the probability Z (s′, a, o) = P (ot+1 =
o|st+1 = s′, at = a). bt(.) is the state of the belief of the
agent at time then bt+1(.), given an action at and observation
ot+1 by
bt+1(s
′) = η Z (s′, a, o)
∑
s∈S
Ω (s, a, s′) b(s) (2)
where η is a normalization constant.
pi(bt) : B → A ∈ Π be a policy function for the MDP
that maps from a belief state to action.
The reward of a belief state is given by
RB (bt, at) =
∑
s∈S
R (s, at) b(s) (3)
The value of a policy pi is the expected cumulative reward
for executing pi for T timesteps on the induced belief
distribution. Given a starting belief b, let P (b′|b, pi, i) be the
induced belief distribution after i timesteps.
J (pi) =
T∑
t=1
Ebt∼P (bt|pi,t) [RB (bt, pi(bt))] (4)
The optimal policy maximizes the expected cumulative
reward, i.e pi∗ ∈ arg max
pi∈Π
J (pi).
The value of executing a policy pi from a belief b is the
expected cumulative reward:
V˜ pi(b) =
T∑
i=1
Ebi∼P (bi|b,pi,i) [RB (bi, pi(bi))] (5)
The Q-value function Q˜pi(b, a) is defined as the expected
sum of one-step-reward and value-to-go:
Q˜pi(b, a) =RB (b, a) +
Eb′∼P (b′|b,a)
[
V˜ pi(b′)
] (6)
POMDP provides an elegant framework to formalize and
tackle planning problems for agents operating in partially
known environments. There are two major challenges that
POMDP solvers face: (1) Keeping track of evolving un-
certainty about the state space over the planning horizon.
As future observations need to be accounted for, the solver
needs to keep track of future beliefs that are exponential with
respect to number of future observation steps. (2) Computing
the expectation over the state space. Since the state space of
most of the problems worth solving is large, computing an
expectation over such state space needs large computation,
making it expensive to evaluate online. In the next section
we explore how MDP-POMDP solvers overcome these chal-
lenges.
III. SOLVING POMDP THROUGH MDP SOLVERS
Approximate POMDP solvers like Hindsight Optimization
[14] and QMDP [15] leverage MDP solvers and simplifying
assumptions about the environment uncertainty to provide
approximate solutions to POMDP. Hindsight optimization
finds the optimal action assuming that uncertainty about the
state cannot be changed, whereas QMDP assumes that the
uncertainty will magically disappear after the next action.
For both these approaches, action for a given belief b is
given by equation 17. The only difference is that the value
function computed by using QMDP is a tighter upper-bound
than Hindsight optimization for the POMDP value function.
a = arg max
a∈A
Es∼b(s)
[
max
piM∈ΠM
QpiM (s, a)
]
(7)
Through the simplifying assumptions about the evolution
of belief state, these approaches overcome the first challenge
for POMDP solvers — keeping track of evolving uncertainty
over planning horizon. However, these approaches still need
the expectation over the state space to be computed.
Imitation learning based approaches [19]–[21] address this
concern through data driven techniques. MDP solvers are
used over sampled MDP problems to train a policy on the
expected distribution of problems. Enabling the online policy
to take the best decision in expectation if magically all the
uncertainty would disappear in the next step.
Family of approximate POMDP solvers that use MDP
work quite well in problems where the required changes in
belief can be attained by actions that are rewarding as well.
A well-known problem with MDP solvers is that they do
not take actions that don’t belong to optimal MDP policies.
Hence, neither do the imitation learning methods.
A class of such actions is informative actions. MDP
solvers have no motivation to gain information, since under
their assumption, either the environment is already known as
much as it can be or the uncertainty will disappear after the
next step but for POMDP problems gaining information can
be useful, [15].
In the next section we show that gaining information
through observations can only lead to a belief state with
higher value, and discuss a class of information gaining
actions that will not be taken by an MDP solver leading
to sub-optimal solutions by MDP-POMDP solvers.
IV. EXPECTED VALUE OF INFORMATION
Information is gained through observing the envi-
ronment. Let a POMDP be given by POMDP =
(S, b0,A,Ω, R, Z, Term). Let o ∈ O be observed and the
belief changes from b to bo. The Q−value of the bo is given
by equation 8.
V˜ pi
∗
(bo) = Q˜pi
∗
(bo, a) = max
a∈A
[
RB (b
o, a) +
Eb′∼P (b′|bo,a)
[
V˜ pi
∗
(b′)
] ] (8)
Let’s say the probability of observing observation o given a
belief b is P (o|b).
Definition 1. Expected value of information is given by
the difference between the expected of value of belief state
reached after making an observation and the optimal value
of the belief state before the observation, equation 9.
EVIo(b) = Eo∼P (o|b)
[
max
a∈A
Q˜pi
∗
(bo, a)
]
− V˜ pi∗(b) (9)
Theorem 1. Expected value of information is greater than
or equal to 0, for all observation and belief.
Proof. If we ignore the observation and take the same action
that maximizes the Q-value of b, instead of bo, then the
observation does not affect the actions, and the expected
value of the belief state. Lets say, the optimal action for b
is given by , a∗b = arg max
a∈A
Q˜pi
∗
(b, a). We replace maxa∈A
with a∗b in equation 9, refer to equation 10.
Eo∼P (o|b)
[
Q˜pi
∗
(bo, a∗b)
]
− V˜ pi∗(b) (10)
Expanding equation 10.∑
o∈O
∑
s∈S
R (s, a∗b)P (s|b, o)P (o|b)+∑
o∈O
∑
b′∈B
V˜ pi
∗
(b′)P (b′|b, o, a∗b)P (o|b)− V˜ pi
∗
(b) = 0
(11)
Marginalizing over o. ∑
s∈S
R (s, a∗b)P (s|b)+∑
b′∈B
V˜ pi
∗
(b′)P (b′|b, a∗b)− V˜ pi
∗
(b)
V˜ pi
∗
(b)− V˜ pi∗(b) = 0
(12)
Since we replaced a max function with a fixed action, we
can infer that the minimum value of EVIo(b) is 0. 
Unfortunately, optimal MDP solvers do not take informa-
tive actions if the actions do not provide with reward or
access to more rewarding states.
Definition 2. Informative actions (aI) are actions that are
not a part of the optimal MDP policy for any state or
time, but lead to observations. Formally, they are defined
by following set of conditions:
• aI 6= pi∗(s)∀s ∈ S.
• P (b′|b, a, o) = P (b′|b, o)P (o|b), where P (bo|b, o) = 1
and P (b′|b, o) = 0∀b′ 6= bo.
If informative actions lead to more valuable information
that they cost, then MDP-POMDP solvers are provably sub-
optimal.
Theorem 2. If there exists an informative action aI ∈ A in
POMDP, such that the expected value of information attained
by aI is ≥ −Rb(b, aI), then family of MDP-POMDP solvers
will be sub-optimal by atleast EVIo(b) +RB (b, aI).
Proof. The difference between the Q-value of aI and Q-
value of a∗b is given by equation 13.
Q˜pi
∗
(b, aI)− Q˜pi∗(b, a∗b) (13)
= RB (b, aI) + Eb′∼P (b′|b,a)
[
V˜ pi
∗
(b′)
]
− V˜ pi∗(b) (14)
Since an observation is observed immediately after taking
action aI and definition of aI , equation 14 reduces to
equation 16.
RB (b, aI) + Eo∼P (o|b)
[
max
a∈A
Q˜pi
∗
(bo, a)
]
− V˜ pi∗(b) (15)
RB (b, aI) + EVIo(b) (16)

In the next section we show two examples, where MDP-
POMDP solvers catastrophically fail on account of their
inability to take informative actions, Multi-resolution infor-
mative path planning being one of them. We first start with
a detailed tiger problem.
V. EXAMPLES
A. Tiger Problem
In the canonical tiger problem there are two doors and a
tiger is hidden behind one of them. There are two possible
states, either the tiger is hidden behind the left door TL or
the right door TR, S = {TL, TR}. The action set is given by,
A = {dL, dR, l}, where dL denotes opening the door at left,
dR denotes opening the door at right and l denotes the action
of listening to determine the location of the tiger. Action l
can return observations, O = {oL, oR}, where oR denotes a
tiger is heard behind the right door and oL denotes a tiger is
heard behind the left door. Let the probability of hearing a
tiger behind a door X ∈ L,R if there is a tiger behind door
X is given by P (oX |TX) = 1.
The reward of the action state pairs is given by table V-A.
s = TL s = TR
a = dL R(TL, dL) = 0 R(TR, dL) = 100
a = dR R(TL, dR) = 100 R(TR, dR) = 0
a = l R(TL, l) = −1 R(TR, l) = −1
Let the initial belief be b0(TL) = P (TL) = 1− P (TR) =
0.5. If the uncertainty is removed from this problem, the
optimal MDP solver will suggest the action to open the
door with no tiger behind it, a = dL or a = dR. And
since the action l is neither rewarding or does not lead
to a rewarding state, it will never be taken by the MDP
solver. Approaches like hindsight optimization and Q-MDP
use MDP solvers to compute the next action. Both these
approaches find the optimal action assuming that uncertainty
about the state cannot be changed. The action is given by
equation 17.
a = arg max
a∈A
Es∼b(s)
[
max
piM∈ΠM
QpiM (s, a)
]
(17)
For the tiger example with b0 = 0.5, equation returns
actions TL or TR with the hindsight upper-bound value
V˜hs
pi∗M (b0) = 100, whereas the actual value of action TL
or TR is 50. However, if the action l is taken, the state of
the environment is revealed leading to a Q-value of action
l, Q˜pi∗(b, l) = 99. Therefore, for this problem, Hindsight
is only 50/50 as it takes best expected action in hindsight
and has no implicit motivation to gain information. In this
problem all the MDP-POMDP solvers discussed in section
III, will face the same problem. Making them unfit to
solve the famous tiger problem. In the next section we
demonstrate that MDP-POMDP solvers are unfit to solve
multi-resolution, budgeted information gathering through a
scaled down version of the problem.
B. Multi-resolution, Budgeted Information Gathering
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have the capability to
gain height and gather low resolution information at a large
scale and the agility to zoom down on relevant regions of the
information to gain high resolution information. This ability
makes them suitable for locating objects in the environment
and gain information about those objects. The UAV only
receives a reward if the high resolution information about the
object of interest is collected. Since, the action of gaining
height and gaining low resolution information only results
in reduction of uncertainty and no actual reward, we show
it is an informative action and MDP-POMDP solvers are
unable to exploit the ability of UAVs to gather information
at multiple resolution.
Let us assume the UAV operates in a grid with cells
C = {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9}, with an object of in-
terest, a car in cell cr, where r ∈ [1, 9], see figure 1. The
UAV starts at time t = 0 from cell c5. At time t, the
state of the environment is given by the history of cells
visited by the UAV and the location of the car cr, st =<
cr, ci1 , ci2 , ci3 , ..., cit >, where ci1:t ∈ C. There are five
possible actions that the UAV can execute in this grid world,
A = {north, east, south, west, up}. Action a = north
moves the UAV to the north of the cell it currently occupies
if possible, otherwise it keeps the UAV in the same cell.
Similarly, east, south,west actions move the UAV to the
east, south or west of cell it currently occupies respectively.
Action up results in the UAV gaining height to inspect the
presence of cars in all the cells and returning to the cell it
executed up in. Let, T : SXA → C be the deterministic
transition function that takes the state of the UAV and an
action as input and returns the the cell in which the UAV
will be after the action is executed.
In the MDP definition of the problem, location of the
car is known. The UAV gets a high reward for going to
the same cell as the car, all actions cost −1 and action up
costs relatively higher, −2. The reward function is given by
equation 18.
R(s, a) =

100 if T (s, a) = cr ∧ @cij ∈ S : cij = cr,
−2 if a = up,
−1 otherwise.
(18)
Terminal state is reached when either cell c5 is visited twice
or total cost of taking actions (excluding reward of visiting
the same cell as the car) exceeds five.
Since the location of the car is known, an optimal MDP
solver will directly approach the car taking actions either
Fig. 1. (a) The UAV gets a high reward if it visits the same cell as the car to gather high resolution information of the car (lets say its numberplate.).
Since the UAV knows where the car is, it does not need to take action up and can directly go to the cell with the car. (b) In the POMDP version of
the problem the location of the car is unknown, hence there is only a small chance that the next cell the UAV goes to has a car in it, leading to a small
expected reward. (c) But if UAV gains height, the uncertainty about the location of the car is removed. Although there is no reward from this action but
the removal uncertainty leads to guarantee of gaining high reward by visiting the cell in which the car exists. Since, MDP-POMDP solvers cannot take
informative action up, they are sub-optimal for such data gathering problems.
east, west, north or south and return to the terminal cell
c5, the value of the starting state, s =< cr, c5 > is given by
equation 19.
V pi
∗
M(s = c5) =
{
99 if cr ∈ {c2, c4, c6, c8},
97 if cr ∈ {c1, c3, c7, c9}.
(19)
Action up does not offer any reward and increases the cost
of all paths that leads to any rewarding state. Therefore, an
MDP solver will never take the action up. Action up here
is an informative action according definition 2. Presence of
an informative action cautions us against using MDP based
Approximate POMDP solvers for this problem.
In the POMDP version of the problem, the UAV is un-
certain about the location of the car. Assuming ties between
actions are broken randomly, and the belief about the location
of the car is uniformly distributed, the value of initial belief
state buniform0 given hindsight optimization is used at every
step can be computed using equation 5 and is given by
equation 20.
V˜ pih(buniform0 ) = 34.125 (20)
where, pih is the policy attained by iteratively using hindsight
optimization.
The value of information about the car is given by the
difference between the expected value if the location of
the car is known, equation 19, the expected value if it is
unknown, equation 20, 63.875
The optimal POMDP policy will use the action up to
reduce the uncertainty and guarantee that it will find the
car in the grid, leading to a value of 96. As per theorem 2
the MDP based solvers are sub-optimal by the sum of the
expected value of information and the reward achieved by
the informative action, 61.875.
As is evident, MDP-POMDP solvers perform sub-
optimally at the budgeted, multi-resolution,information gath-
ering task and fail to leverage the agility of UAVs, making
them unsuitable for such applications. In the next section we
discuss a few potential methods to alleviate this problem.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Existence of informative actions, section IV, are symp-
tomatic of unsuitability of MDP-POMDP solvers for solving
a POMDP. Identification of such actions without the need to
solve the full POMDP, can help avoid implementation effort
to discover the unsuitability of MDP-POMDP solvers and
make better design choices. Both the famous tiger problem
and the multi-resolution information gathering problems are
unsuitable to solve via MDP-POMDP solvers.
However, if MDP solvers itself operate in information
spaces and the reward function is shaped to encourage gather-
ing of information [23]–[30], MDP-POMDP solvers can still
effectively address problems with informative actions [22].
We propose to implement such a pipeline and demonstrate
its salient and failure points as compared to vanilla MDP-
POMDP solvers in the future.
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